Miyaoka has raised the following question [3, Section 51: Suppose that (X, H) is a smooth polarized complex projective variety and that 6 is a vector bundle on X that is semi-stable with respect to H. Then is it true that the set C = C(X, 8, H) of primes p modulo which & is not strongly semi-stable (i.e. every Frobenius pull-back of 8 is semi-stable) is finite, or at least of density zero? This problem arises, for example, when one is given a subsheaf B of TX that is closed under Lie bracket and one wants to show, under some hypotheses of non-negativity and stability, that F is p-closed modulo p for almost all p, or maybe for infinitely many p. See, for example, the proof in [4] of Miyaoka's theorem that TX is generically semi-negative unless X is uniruled.
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Even for curves of genus g b 2 and bundles of rank 2 this is unknown. In this case, if moreover 8 is stable and det 8' is trivial, then the question can be rephrased as follows:
suppose that L is the tautological divisor class on P(8). Then Kod(L) = -XI, and the question is whether it can happen that there are infinitely many p such that Kod(L(modp)) = 2. On non-ruled surfaces, however, this can happen; on Shimura surfaces (moduli spaces for Abelian 4-folds with multiplication by a totally indefinite division algebra over a real quadratic field F) there are divisor classes L whose Kodaira dimension in characteristic zero is -co but which have Kodaira dimension 2 modulo all p that are inert in F. (This follows from some joint work with T. Ekedahl and R. Taylor, which will appear elsewhere.)
This paper provides some evidence for believing the answer to be affirmative. For example, we show that any example of such a bundle of rank 2 must have flat adjoint bundle, so that if also X is simply connected then C is finite.
(To be precise about reduction modulo p, suppose that R is a finitely generated Z-algebra over which everything in sight is defined. In particular, there is a smooth projective R-scheme X, such that X, @ @ = X. Then Z is the set of rational primes p which are divisible by some maximal ideal m of R such that ~9 @ k has an unstable Frobenius pull-back, where k is an algebraic closure of the finite field R/m. It is easy to see that Z is, up to a finite set, independent of the choice of R and X,. From now on we shall speak simply of "reducing modulo p".)
Convention. In order to lighten the notation, we shall abuse language by failing to distinguish between the geometric and the absolute Frobenius. Since we do not need to keep track of any Galois actions, any confusion that may be caused will be irrelevant.
The results are labelled by a superscript that indicates the characteristic in which they hold. Also, if in the course of an argument more than one characteristic appears, then a subscript in parentheses attached to an object indicates the characteristic of the field of definition, which is always taken to be algebraically closed. If the characteristic is zero, then the base field is tacitly assumed to be C.
The key technical result follows. Proof Put P = P(d) and Pr = P(F*6). Then there is a Cartesian square X AX.
Note that 4 identifies P with the quotient of Pi by a foliation %, where % z nTTx. Also, after deleting some subscheme of X of codimension at least 2, we can assume that each sheaf pi is a sub-bundle of si+ Since n d r, summing these inequalities over i yields P,,,,~(F*~) < pmin(F*J) + (r -1) (29 -2). Proof In both cases TX is generated by its sections, so that by Proposition 1 there is, for all i, a non-zero homomorphism %i -+ J'*E/gi. Then pmin(%i) < pmax(F*&'/%i), which is absurd. 0
The next result is due to Miyaoka [3] ; his proof follows from the fact that a bundle Cp on a curve C is strongly semi-stable if and only if for all finite morphisms f: e --f C, every quotient line bundle off*& is of degree at least ~(8 (1) 6 is stable.
(2) There is an invertible subsheaf Lo(L) of Q$ such that H"-'. L > 0. (3) o(6) = 0, where o(8) = c:(a) -4c2(8) by definition. (4) SOS" isflat.
Proof Since the hypotheses and conclusions are invariant under replacing d by I @ o(H), we can assume that 8 = &co, is generated by its sections.
(1) Suppose that gco, is strictly semi-stable, and that Lo(B,,,) is zero. This is clearly absurd.
(2) Suppose that C is infinite and that p E C. Then reduce modulo p. We do know that qp, is semi-stable for all but finitely many p, and so we can assume that &,, is semi-stable. Then let m denote the least value of r for which F**qpj is unstable (so that , -A,,,) . The next step is to prove that there exists a rank one quotient of Tx,0,, with negative degree. It is convenient to treat this as a special case of a question about coherent sheaves. Suppose then that J? is a coherent sheaf on X,, that N is a fixed integer and that modulo infinitely many p there is a given a non-zero homomorphism 4 : Xcpj + O(D,,,) such that H"-'.D,,, d N. Without loss of generality we may assume that 2 is generated by its sections, so that in particular IDtp,l is non-empty and H"-'II,,, is bounded below. We can thus assume that *(l+,, -A,,,) -E,,,) . Taking U* of this gives a non-zero homomorphism T&, + Zz(,,@(&, -A,,,) that can be factored as where Ccp) is an effective (or zero) divisor on Xcp, and IV,,, is some subscheme of dimension zero.
We now consider two cases separately. (a) Co,) = 0 for infinitely many p. There is an integer n such that &,) = Tx,,,(nH) is generated by its sections for all p E C. Consider the surjection go,)+ zr~,,Q(& -A(,,) + nH) = &v,,,~(D& say . Then 1 w,,,O(Dc,,) is generated by its sections, so that if r :X& + Xcp, is a desingularization of Blwcp, Xo,, and Et,, is the divisor on X&, defined by Zw,p), the linear system J&J = IT*D(,, -Ecpjl has no base points. Since -E& = deg Wo,) and & 2 0, it follows that deg Wcp, d D&. So D&, > 0. Now 0 < H.D,,, < nH2, so that H. (A,,, -I? ,,,) < nH2 and by the Hodge index theorem D& is bounded above. Thus  H.(A,,, -B,,,) and deg This shows that .!7cp, is generated by its sections. Since Acpj + Bo,) = p"ci(&& and the curves Do,) and the classes A(,, -Bo,) form bounded sets, it follows that there is a constant /I such that Do,&,) < flp"' for almost all p E C. Hence deggcp, < 0 for almost all p E C, which contradicts the fact that go,, is generated by its sections. Hence 6(&(,,,) = 0 if X is a surface. Now suppose that X is of arbitrary dimension n at least 2. We know that 6(b).Z3'-2 = 0. Let H, = H + tM be a perturbation of H, for It1 4 1. Since 6 is H-stable, it is also H,-stable, so that S(8). 
